
POST-SECONDARY RECRUITMENT - Analyst - EC 
Recruitment and Development Program (Statistics Canada) 

Organization Name: Statistics Canada  

Location: Ottawa (Ontario)  

Classification: EC - 02 or EC - 04 for more information  

Salary: $54,101 to $62,026 (EC-04: $64,505 to $74,647) 

Closing Date: October 4, 2013 - 23:59, Pacific Time Useful Information  

Reference Number: STC13J-009189-001337 

Selection Process Number: 13-STC-EA-NCR-420-016 

Vacancies: 20  

Employment Tenure: Permanent and Temporary Positions  

You must ensure that you select at least one employment type when submitting your 

application: Employment Tenure  

 

Web site: For further information on the department, please visit Statistics Canada 

For more information on the PSR Program, including testing, please visit the Post-Secondary 

Recruitment Website  

Process Intent 

A pool of qualified persons resulting from this process may be used to fill similar positions at the 

EC-02 or EC-04 levels within Statistics Canada with various linguistic profiles, tenures and 

security clearances, which may vary according to the position being staffed. 

Who Can Apply: 

Useful Information 

 Persons residing in Canada and Canadian citizens residing abroad. 

Citizenship 

Useful Information 

Preference will be given to Canadian citizens. Please indicate in your application the reason for 

which you are entitled to work in Canada: Canadian citizenship, permanent resident status or 

work permit. 

Statement of Merit Criteria and Conditions of Employment 

https://psjobs-emploisfp.psc-cfp.gc.ca/psrs-srfp/applicant/page100040;jsessionid=1pFNSMyD4xhw2P2cQ3FyqH0D4Zp20W3QQbwGZd5SHcYRJDNCW07Y!1137285981?view=220614&administrator=false&toggleLanguage=en&noBackBtn=true
http://jobs-emplois.gc.ca/centres/psrs-srfp/date-eng.htm
https://psjobs-emploisfp.psc-cfp.gc.ca/psrs-srfp/applicant/page100100;jsessionid=1pFNSMyD4xhw2P2cQ3FyqH0D4Zp20W3QQbwGZd5SHcYRJDNCW07Y!1137285981?view=220614&administrator=false&toggleLanguage=en&noBackBtn=true
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/start-debut-eng.html
http://jobs-emplois.gc.ca/psr-rp/index-eng.php
http://jobs-emplois.gc.ca/psr-rp/index-eng.php
http://jobs-emplois.gc.ca/centres/psrs-srfp/selection-eng.htm
http://jobs-emplois.gc.ca/centres/cit-eng.htm


Applicants who meet the following criteria will also be assessed against the Statement of Merit 

Criteria and Conditions of Employment for this position.  

Essential Qualifications 

Qualifications that are necessary for the work to be performed and that must be met in order for 

a person to be appointed. 

Education 

Useful Information 

Graduation with a degree from a recognized university with acceptable specialization in 

economics, sociology or statistics (Degree obtained by June 30, 2014). 

 

Candidates must have a university degree. The courses for the specialization do not necessarily 

have to be part of a degree program in the required specialization. An acceptable specialization 

must include at least 8 semester-based courses (or an equivalent of 4 year long courses) in one 

of the following: economics or sociology or statistics. 

 

Note: The term "degree" refers to a baccalaureate or a higher level degree, as established by 

educational authorities. 

Experience 

Please note that to be considered for indeterminate EC-02 positions in Statistics Canada’s EC 

Recruitment and Development Program (which could lead to an indeterminate EC-04 position), 

candidates must meet the following essential experience criteria: 

 

Experience* using quantitative methods. 

Experience* using statistical analysis software such as SAS, SPSS, STATA, or other similar 

analytical software packages. 

Experience* in the analysis of business or socio-economic data. 

 

*Experience can be demonstrated through employment (student or otherwise) and/or scholastic 

activity. 

In addition to the above essential experience criteria, candidates wishing to also be considered 

for an EC-04 term position (not part of Statistics Canada EC Recruitment and Development 

Program) must meet the following essential experience criterion: 

 

Recent and significant experience** in analyzing and interpreting business or socio-economic 

data. 

 

**Recent and significant experience is defined as the depth and breadth of experience normally 

associated with: 

 

https://psjobs-emploisfp.psc-cfp.gc.ca/psrs-srfp/applicant/page100240;jsessionid=1pFNSMyD4xhw2P2cQ3FyqH0D4Zp20W3QQbwGZd5SHcYRJDNCW07Y!1137285981?view=220614&toggleLanguage=en
https://psjobs-emploisfp.psc-cfp.gc.ca/psrs-srfp/applicant/page100240;jsessionid=1pFNSMyD4xhw2P2cQ3FyqH0D4Zp20W3QQbwGZd5SHcYRJDNCW07Y!1137285981?view=220614&toggleLanguage=en
http://jobs-emplois.gc.ca/centres/psrs-srfp/equiv-eng.htm


a) The publication of research or the completion and presentation of a thesis within the last 3 

years as part of an M.A or PhD program. 

 

OR 

 

b) Work experience where the candidate has performed a wide range of complex analyses and 

interpretations of business or socio-economic data, which must have been acquired within the 

last 3 years. 

Official Language Proficiency 

Useful Information 

Various language requirements 

English or French 

Asset Qualifications 

Qualifications that are not essential to perform the work, but that would benefit the organization 

or enhance the work to be performed currently or in the future. 

Education 

Useful Information 

1) Bachelor's degree from a recognized university in at least one or more of the following 

disciplines obtained by June 30, 2014: Accounting, Agriculture, Criminology, Commerce, 

Demography/Population Studies, Environmental Sciences, Economics, Education, Finance, 

Geography, Health, Sociology, or Statistics. 

 

2) Bachelor’s degree (Honours) from a recognized university in at least one or more of the 

following disciplines obtained by June 30, 2014: Accounting, Agriculture, Criminology, 

Commerce, Demography/Population Studies, Environmental Sciences, Economics, Education, 

Finance, Geography, Health, Sociology, or Statistics. 

 

3) Master's degree from a recognized university in at least one or more of the following 

disciplines obtained by June 30, 2014: Accounting, Agriculture, Criminology, Commerce, 

Demography/Population Studies, Environmental Sciences, Economics, Education, Finance, 

Geography, Health, Sociology, or Statistics. 

 

4) Doctorate degree from a recognized university in at least one or more of the following 

disciplines obtained by June 30, 2014: Accounting, Agriculture, Criminology, Commerce, 

Demography/Population Studies, Environmental Sciences, Economics, Education, Finance, 

Geography, Health, Sociology, or Statistics. 

 

http://jobs-emplois.gc.ca/centres/inside-ausein/ol-lo-eng.htm
http://jobs-emplois.gc.ca/centres/psrs-srfp/equiv-eng.htm


5) Professional designation related to the position to be staffed such as CA, CGA, CMA or CFA 

obtained by June 30, 2014. 

 

6) Course(s) in prices or price indexes completed by June 30, 2014. 

 

7) Course(s) in energy management and sustainability or natural resources economics and 

administration, completed by June 30, 2014. 

Experience 

Experience using SAS analytical software. 

Experience in micro-simulation*. 

Experience in dynamic micro-simulation** models or in Monte Carlo methods.  

Experience in Price Theory. 

Experience in working in the energy sector and/or undertaking analysis using energy related 

information.  

 

*Micro-simulation models are computer models that operate at the level of an individual 

behavioural entity, such as a person. Such models simulate representative populations of these 

low-level entities in order to draw conclusions that apply to higher levels of aggregation such as 

an entire country.  

 

**Dynamic micro-simulation models are micro-simulation models where the entities are modeled 

over time using random processes. 

 


